Nadine the social robot goes right to ‘Uncanny Valley’ – Engadget

Nadine, produced in the likeness of creator Professor Nadia Thalmann from Nanyang Technological College (NTU Singapore). Nadine is packed with intelligent “assistant” software much like Siri and Cortana, together with her own emotions and feelings. She will keep in mind the folks she’d met before and also the items in their conversation.

Take a look at Nadine for action in an finish-of-the-year party in 2013:

Aside from the humanoid robot, NTU Singapore has additionally revealed a telepresence machine named Edgar. Unlike his strangely human-like sister, he’s what you’d expect a robotic to appear like, however with two arms along with a rear-screen for any face. As long as you utilize a unique webcam out of your location, Edgar can mimic not just your facial expressions, but additionally your torso actions.

Professor Thalmann’s robot doppelganger was created to become personal assistant or perhaps a companion for children and also the seniors later on. She thinks social robots like her creation may ultimately become real-existence C-3POs “with understanding of language and etiquette.” For the time being, she and her team are putting Nadine to operate like a receptionist in the college.